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The hidden power of the
hereditary oligarchs
by Criton Zoakos, Editor-in-Chief

The greatest political problem of the United States today is one which most citizens
hysterically refuse to admit: old Europe's British-centered oligarchy has, increas
ingly, been running all of our monetary and financial policies and large parts of
our foreign policy. This publication's principal adopted objective is to provide
American citizens with the information they need in order to reach for their
pitchforks and hound these oligarchs and their American allies and in-laws out of
this Republic. In a nutshell, either our project will succeed, or the United States
will soon cease to exist as an organized democratic repUblic, to be replaced by
something too hideous to contemplate.
Increasingly since the end of World War II, we have been functioning less and
less as a republic because a) information necessary for policy decisions was made
less and less available to our citizenry because of the oligarchy's control over the
information media and b) on matters of science and technology policy, the central
matter of post-World War II politics, our citizens increasingly lost the faculty of
jUdgment, because the oligarchy controls the long term policies of our educational
system.
To state the case in summary form: From the latter half of the 19th century to
this day, the long-term grand strategy of Great Britain has been controlled by a
continuing policy group variously identified as the Cecil Group, the Milner Kin
dergarten, the Cliveden Set, the Round Table organization or simply "Us." It is
dedicated to the establishment of a worldwide imperial order under the general
scheme of a "Commonwealth," whose unifying element will be the British world
outlook and the "British way of life." The founding documents of this group are
two books, Arnold 1. Toynbee's Study a/History and Lionel Curtis's Civitas Dei.
Lionel Curtis was the founder of the Royal Institute of International Affairs, the
"mother" organization of the New York Council on Foreign Relations and of the
Institute of Pacific Relations (of "who lost China" fame).

Target: American System of economics
The origins of this group go back to a series of lectures delivered at Oxford
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Queen Elizabeth of England, head of the most powerful of the continent's royal houses, with Royal Canadian Mounted Police escort during

1978 tour of Canada. Canada' of April 1982 official proclamation of Elizabeth as Queen of Canada is leading an oligarchical effort to
recolonize North America.

University's All Souls College by John Ruskin and Arnold
Toynbee during the latter half of the 19th century. To this
day, All Souls is the center of British grand strategy along
with its sister outfits, the Royal Institute of International
Affairs (Chatham House) and Princeton's Institute for Adv

In this section

anced Studies, also known as "All Souls West."
We can assert that most of 20th-century history of the
Western world has been dominated by this group. The story
will require a few volumes to adequately present all the facts.
The revelation will be a bitter pill to many, but that is another
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story. Original documents and speeches of the Round Table
founders indicate that their sole purpose in proposing this
British-dominated world commonwealth was to prevent the
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spread in the world of the American system of economics as
it had then been successfully applied in the industrialization

III.

Return of the monarchs: the
politics of a New Dark Age

of the United States, Germany, and Japan, and was threat
ening, from the 1880s onward, to be applied in Count Sergei
Witte's Russia.

IV.

was dominated by this so-called Milner Group, regardless of

power

whether the ruling party was Tory or Labour. This group
planned and launched World War I; it dominated and deter
mined the outcome of the Versailles Peace Conference; it ran
the German war reparations racket; it put Hitler in power; it

The masonic-linked institutions
wielding the oligarchy's financial

Throughout the 20th century, every single British cabinet

V.

Where monarchists are
hidden in the U.S.

launched World War II; it imposed the Cold War between
the United States and the Soviet Union; it launched the anti
nuclear movement with Lord Bertrand Russell's Operation
Dropshot; it was the brain behind the "Kim" Philby spy caper;
it launched the counterculture, environmentalist, and new
left movements of the 1960s; it managed the "detente" era of
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the 1970s; and it is now pushing the genocidal Global

2000

policies of the 1980s.
Ordinary citizens miss the point because they do not
possess the training which would inform them that grand
strategy in the 20th-century is determined by one overwhelm
ing consideration: science policy. This case became even
more emphatic since the detonation of the first A-bomb in
1945. The central objective of the grand strategists at All
Souls, over all these decades, has been to put the genie of
science back in the bottle. American policies, especially since
the assassination of President Kennedy, have been dominated
by the allies of All Souls and of Chatham House.
Henry Kissinger, recruited to public life by Sir Isaiah
Berlin, an old member of the Milner Group, is an agent of
Chathan House, as he himself proclaimed in a speech at
Chatham House this May 10. But he is merely one of the
many Americans in the service of the British oligarchy and
its policies.
The real problem of the American Republic is that all of
the country's "old families" which were on the Tory side
during the American Revolution, are now in command of

Our public life is permeated by the influence of the British
oligarchy's agents. For instance, how many citizens know
that the founder of the CIA, Allen Dulles, was a leading
member of the London Royal Institute since at least 1935,
during which year he presided over the congresses and con
ferences of that institute? Or, how many Americans know
that General of the Armies Douglas MacArthur was uncere
moniously cashiered on orders from London, carried out by
Averell Harriman (now married to Pamela Churchill) and
Thomas Cabot of the venerable, opium-trading Tory family?
Or, how many Americans know that every single British
Ambassador to Washington, from Lord Halifax during World
War II to Sir Nicholas Henderson during the Falklands War
were all members of the inner core of the so-called Milner
Group?
The current betrayal of American interests to the Soviet
Union by the British, as epitomized in the Geoffrey Prime
spy scandal oflate October, goes back to the origins of the
Milner Group deployment into the United States. The Prime
Affair is the direct continuation of the Philby Affair, which
had been set up by Lord Halifax and by Sir Isaiah Berlin. In

most of the nation's positions of influence in banking, indus

this sense, it will soon come to public light, both affairs are

try, education, and what passes for culture. The Cabots and

linked to the Kissinger affair. Back in 1945 at Oberammer

the Lowells and the Lodges still control everything of con

gau, Germany, associates of Isaiah Berlin, including Fritz

sequence in New England, including Harvard; the Mellons

Kraemer, arranged with John J. McCloy for young Henry to

control everything of note in Pennsylvania and elsewhere;

be a commonly shared asset of the Milner Group and Soviet

the State of Texas is still controlled by the "old money"
behind the Texas Railroad Commission which goes back to

intelligence.

Prince Talleyrand de Perigord; a cursory review of the situ

Henry Kissinger's

ation with Weyerhaueser, Field, Biddle-Duke, Du Pont, Har

oligarchical script

riman, Moore, Peabody, Hanna, Vanderbilt, et al. , will fur

At this time, Kissinger is following a public script written

ther demonstrate the point.

for him by Lord Home of Avon.

The case of Morgan Guaranty

since May 10. The United States must withdraw from posi

Henry has been reading this script to every public event
Morgan Guaranty Trust, whose Chief Executive Officer

tions of influence around the globe. Commanding no more

Dennis Weatherstone, a British subject, issues daily march

thatl 24 percent of world GNP, as compared to over 52 per

ing orders to George P. Shultz, our present Secretary of State,

cent in 1945, the United States no longer possesses the pre

is a most instructive case in point. It is the only bank on Wall

conditions for playing a leading world role, Kissinger argues

Street which flies the British flag at its corporate headquar

on advice from Lord Home. Therefore, we should revamp

ters. The late Representative WrightPatman had established,

our foreign policy by allowing London's expert advice. As a

in his controversial "Patman Report," that Morgan Guaranty

result, U. S. influence in Latin America has been wiped out;

controls the policies of all other New York banks by means

in the Middle East it has all but disappeared; United States

of its control of virtually all "old money" trust funds which

policy in the Pacific, beginning with the "China Card" has

are invested in the voting shares of all other New York banks.

collapsed; Western Europe, according to the plan of Lord

Representative Patman made the argument that there is no

Carrington, is making its separate arrangements with the

such thing as 12 separate and independent New York banks,

Soviet Union.

but rather an equal number of corporate subdivisions of one
single corporate entity presided over by Morgan.
Morgan's policies are dictated by the Bank of England
and are conduited to New York via Morgan Grenfell Ltd.

More ominously, since May 1982, with the constitutional
change in Canada, Elizabeth II of England has become Eliz
abeth I of Canada, the person legally embodying the sover
eignty of our northern neighbor.

The Board of Directors of the Bank of England follows the

This is the first time since the execution of Maximilian

policies of the British Royal Household, as set by the Scottish

Hapsburg by the Mexican republicans that a monarchy has

Rite Grand "Mother" Lodge of London, presided over by the

been restored in the Western Hemisphere, an act contrary to

Duke of Kent.

the Monroe Doctrine.
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